Your Inspired Self
Are you curious?
Curious enough to enjoy being creative?
And inspired?
By Alison Smith
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Curious. Creative. Inspired.

Find fifteen minutes to sit quietly and with a large piece of paper in front of you.
Coloured pens or pencils would be great!
You have an idea or a faint thought of something to create.
Or your page is a blank canvas waiting for the pencil to touch it.

In your mind's eye picture water at the beginning of a spring.
It is the merest trickle appearing out of the ground as if by magic.
It is a small stream, clear and sparkling in early morning sunlight.
For now - give it no boundaries ...

What would you create? And what thought 'springs' to mind?

And now it is a river, fast moving. Fish and nature abound. Life is growing all
around the river. Flowing and expanding. Accepting rainwater, snow, ice. Nature
grows all around it, through it and within it.

Your thoughts?

But what is that? Rocks in the river. Does it stop the flow? Or can the river flow
around the rocks. Perhaps the water picks up speed. It is changing direction. The
water 'goes with the flow'.

Write, doodle, draw , colour, expand, enjoy!

That idea which began life as a small spring has become an ocean. It is shaped by
nature, by the unexpectedness of weather conditions, by rocks and trees.
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Be creative. Go with it. Let your thoughts, doodles, ideas come alive.
No creation is ever without reward. To create is an action. And thank goodness
we are able to create and act and be and do.
Take that small spring of an idea and allow it to flow.
Thoughts and ideas and actions and grace and joy.

Has this inspired you?
Inspiration - creative energy from you and within you.
As Always, With Love, From Alison
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